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            Position and well-being under control, anytime

                                BUY KIPPY EVO
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                                        Get our silicone cover for free
by purchasing Kippy EVO from the official website

                                        Buy Now
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                GPS Tracker and Activity Monitor for dogs and cats
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                                    Tracking
                                
                                
                                    Never let them out of your sight.
                                
                                
                                    With Live Tracking you can know their location in real time and from an unlimited distance. See where they have been thanks to the location history.                                
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                                    Discover how it works
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                                    Activity monitor
                                
                                
                                    Monitor steps, sleep, and more.
                                
                                
                                    Kippy will tell you how fit your pet is compared to other similar animals, and indicate a personalised level of activity that is ideal to achieve.                                
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                                    Virtual fence
                                
                                
                                    Set virtual borders.
                                
                                
                                    No more fear of losing them. If your pet leaves the outlined area, Kippy will send you an immediate notification to alert you.                                
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                                    Share your adventures.
                                
                                
                                    Receive messages from your pet updating you on what they are doing. You can join our Community of Pet lovers and interact with them.                                
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                                    Coverage
                                
                                
                                    Activate Kippy for use throughout Europe.
                                
                                
                                    Kippy has an integrated SIM card that must be activated by purchasing a service package in order to have coverage at any distance and throughout Europe.                                
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                                                BUY KIPPY EVO
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                            Waterproof

                            100% waterproof (IP67). Resistant to dust and immersion up to 30 minutes at 1 meter depth
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                            Battery life

                            Rechargeable battery: lasts up to 7 days
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                            Lightweight

                            Weighing only 38g (1.34 oz), it is suitable for dogs and cats weighing more than 4kg
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                            Coverage

                            Throughout Europe
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                How to activate the Kippy GPS tracker

                A few steps to never losing sight of your puppy thanks to GPS tracker technology
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                            1. ORDER KIPPY EVO 

                            You will receive Kippy comfortably at your doorstep and have 30 days to try it out or return it. Free of charge!

                                                                ORDER NOW
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                        2. DOWNLOAD THE KIPPY APP

                        Thanks to the app, you can see your cat's real-time location, even abroad! Never lose sight of them again thanks to escape notifications and the virtual fence.
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                                                        3. ACTIVATE THE INTEGRATED SIM CARD

                                To locate your pet anywhere, your Kippy uses an integrated GSM card. We manage the SIM, and you can activate it from the app with costs starting at € 3.33 per month.                                
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Green Forest
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    What Do People Think of Kippy

    
        
                                
                        
                            Kippy EVO is the best for Shiba inus
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                                János Sándor
                            

                            I started to use Kippy EVO 4 years ago for my first dog, a stubborn Shiba inu. He escaped at least 10 times in the first 2 years and thi GPS device helped me find him every time. Since that he learned to stay and now I use the device for my second, also stubborn Shiba inu, and until he learns his boundaries and stays with me all the time, this Kippy EVO will be our most useful equipment. The subscription is good, totally worth it and the application too.

                            Verified purchase
                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            Kippy is working good
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                                Ivana Curl
                            

                            Kippy is working good. When we go out for a walk i always know where my pet is! Great device!

                            Verified purchase
                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            I have been using the Kippy tracker for 2 years
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                                Debbie Van Campenhout
                            

                            I have been using the Kippy tracker for 2 years now and I am very satisfied with the possibilities of this product. You can follow the activities and location perfectly, ( how many steps your pet takes, how lazy or active it is ;) you can set a perimeter so you get an alert when your pet goes outside this perimeter, and so on. A lot of possibilities! Recently i had a problem with my kippy evo but customer service helped me very quick and i want to applaud them for the great service!! Thank you so much!

                            Verified purchase
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                Download the app to activate your Kippy
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